Chondron curvature mapping in growth plate cartilage under compressive loading.
The physis, or growth plate, is a layer of cartilage responsible for long bone growth. It is organized into reserve, proliferative and hypertrophic zones. Unlike the reserve zone where chondrocytes are randomly arranged, either singly or in pairs, the proliferative and hypertrophic chondrocytes are arranged within tubular structures called chondrons. In previous studies, the strain patterns within the compressed growth plate have been reported to be nonuniform and inhomogeneous, with an apparent random pattern in compressive strains and a localized appearance of tensile strains. In this study we measured structural deformations along the entire lengths of chondrons when the physis was subjected to physiological (20%) and hyper-physiological (30% and 40%) levels of compression. This provided a means to interpret the apparent random strain patterns seen in texture correlation maps in terms of bending deformations of chondron structures and provided a physical explanation for the inhomogeneous and nonuniform strain patterns reported in previous studies. We observed relatively large bending deformations (kinking) of the chondron structures at the interface of the reserve and proliferative zones during compression. Bending in this region may induce dividing cells to align longitudinally to maintain column formation and drive longitudinal growth.